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Meiotic double-strand break (DSB)-initiated recom-
bination must occur between homologous maternal
and paternal chromosomes (‘‘homolog bias’’), even
though sister chromatids are present. Through phys-
ical recombination analyses, we show that sister
cohesion, normally mediated by meiotic cohesin
Rec8, promotes ‘‘sister bias’’; that meiosis-specific
axis components Red1/Mek1kinase counteract
this effect, thereby satisfying an essential precondi-
tion for homolog bias; and that other components,
probably recombinosome-related, directly ensure
homolog partner selection. Later, Rec8 acts posi-
tively to ensuremaintenance of bias. These complex-
ities mirror opposing dictates for global sister
cohesion versus local separation and differentiation
of sistersat recombination sites.Our findingssupport
DSB formationwithin axis-tethered recombinosomes
containing both sisters and ensuing programmed
sequential release of ‘‘first’’ and ‘‘second’’ DSB
ends. First-end release would create a homology-
searching ‘‘tentacle.’’ Rec8 and Red1/Mek1 also
independently license recombinational progression
and abundantly localize to different domains. These
domains could comprise complementary environ-
ments that integrate inputs from DSB repair and
mitotic chromosome morphogenesis into the
complete meiotic program.INTRODUCTION
Meiosis involves a complex program of interhomolog (IH)
interactions mediated by DNA recombination. Recombination
directs homolog pairing, promoting both homology recognition
and physical juxtaposition of whole chromosomes in space
(Figure 1A; Storlazzi et al., 2010). Later, recombination-gener-
ated crossovers (COs), plus cohesion along sister chromatid924 Cell 143, 924–937, December 10, 2010 ª2010 Elsevier Inc.arms, create connections that direct homolog segregation at
Meiosis I (MI) (Figure 1B).
Meiotic recombination initiates after DNA replication. Thus,
sister chromatids are present throughout. Nonetheless, in accord
with its roles for IH interactions, this recombination usually occurs
between two homolog chromatids rather than between sisters
(homolog bias; Figure 1C; Zickler and Kleckner, 1999; Hunter,
2006). In contrast, recombinational repair of DNA damage in the
mitotic cycle occurs preferentially between sister chromatids
(sister bias), thus minimizing collateral damage (Bzymek et al.,
2010).
In both situations, partner bias is specifically programmed,
with chromosome structure components playing central roles.
During mitotic repair, the sister may be favored partly because
it is nearby; however, this intrinsic tendency is reinforced by
sister chromatid cohesins (e.g., Covo et al., 2010; Heidinger-
Pauli et al., 2010). During meiosis, recombination occurs in the
context of tightly conjoined sister chromatid structural axes,
which are implicated in many effects, including partner choice.
These axes comprise co-oriented linear arrays of loops whose
bases are AT-rich ‘‘axis association sites’’ that preferentially
bind specific proteins (Figure 1D; Blat et al., 2002; Kleckner,
2006). Recombinosomes bind directly to regions between these
sites and are associated with axes via tethered-loop axis
complexes (Figure 1E; Blat et al., 2002). In budding yeast, and
similarly in other organisms, homolog bias requires two interact-
ing meiosis-specific axis components, Red1 and Hop1, plus
their associated Rad53-related kinase Mek1 (Figure 1D; Schwa-
cha and Kleckner, 1994, 1997; Niu et al., 2005, 2007; Latypov
et al., 2010; Terentyev et al., 2010; Goldfarb and Lichten, 2010;
Martinez-Perez and Villeneuve, 2005; Sanchez-Moran et al.,
2007; Wu et al., 2010; Lao and Hunter, 2010).
Meiotic homolog bias is established very early (Hunter, 2006).
Recombination initiates via programmed DSBs whose 50 termini
are rapidly resected, giving 30 single-stranded (ss) DNA tails. A
‘‘first’’ DSB end then contacts a homolog partner chromatid,
e.g., via a nascent D-loop (Figure 1C). The ‘‘second’’ DSB end
probably remains associated with its donor chromosome via
interaction with its sister, yielding an ‘‘ends-apart’’ configuration,
also seen cytologically (Figure 1A). Homolog bias persists
thereafter. A few nascent D-loop interactions are designated
for maturation into IH crossover (IH-CO) products. COs arise
Figure 1. Meiotic Interhomolog Interactions
(A) Top: Presynaptic alignment of homolog axes (Sordaria image by D. Zickler).
Bottom: Coaligned axes exhibit matched pairs of DSB-associated Mer3
complexes in an ends-apart configuration (Storlazzi et al., 2010).
(B) Homologs are connected by COs between homologs plus global sister
connections along chromosome arms (chiasmata from Jones and Franklin,
2006). Note local sister separation at chiasmata.
(C) Meiotic recombination between one sister of each homolog (Hunter, 2006).
Purple and green bars indicate proposed sister cohesion near DSBs.
(D) Co-oriented sister linear loop array.
(E) Recombining DNAs in chromatin loops are tethered to axes via axis/recom-
binosome (purple ball) contacts in ‘‘tethered-loop axis complexes’’ (Blat et al.,
2002).via single-end invasions (IH-SEIs) and double Holliday junctions
(IH-dHJs). Remaining interactions are mostly resolved as IH
noncrossover products (IH-NCOs) via other intermediates.
Here, we further define roles of meiotic chromosome structure
components for homolog bias, other recombination aspects,
and chromosome morphogenesis. Of special interest is Rec8,
a meiosis-specific homolog of general kleisin cohesin Mcd1/
Scc1/Rad21 (hereafter Mcd1). Rec8 occurs abundantly along
conjoined sister axes (Klein et al., 1999) and, in yeast, is the
only other known meiosis-specific axis component besides
Red1/Hop1/Mek1. Sister cohesion, thus Rec8, is expected a pri-
ori to play a role in homolog-versus-sister partner discrimination.
Two opposite models could be envisioned. (Model 1) Tight
conjunction of sister axes might block a DSB from interacting
with its sister, thus forcing use of a homolog partner by default;
Red1/Hop1/Mek1 would exert their effects by promoting such
sister axis conjunction (Niu et al., 2005, 2007; Thompson and
Stahl, 1999; Bailis and Roeder, 1998). (Model 2) Rec8-mediated
reinforcement of sister cohesion might favor intersister (IS)
recombination, as during mitotic repair, thereby inhibiting use
of the homolog. Cohesion would then be locally modulated for
use of the homolog to predominate during meiosis.
In support of the secondpossibility, two features of recombina-
tion intrinsically require local loosening of sister relationships. (1)
Recombination occurs between one chromatid of each homolog.Thus, at all sites, sister cohesion must be locally compromised.
(2) CO at the DNA level is accompanied by exchange at the struc-
tural (axis) level (‘‘axis exchange’’; Kleckner, 2006; Figure 1B).
Thus, atCOsites, but notNCOsites, sistersmust be locally differ-
entiatedand separated atboth theDNAandaxis levels (Blat et al.,
2002). In fact, Rec8 is specifically absent at chiasmata (Eijpe
et al., 2003), and local separation is seen atCOsiteswhile recom-
bination is in progress during prophase (Storlazzi et al., 2008).
However, despite these local modulations, sister cohesion
must concomitantly be maintained globally along chromosome
arms to enable regular homolog pairing at prophase and regular
segregation at MI (Figure 1B). Thus, meiotic chromosomes face
conflicting demands for global cohesion maintenance versus
local weakening of cohesion at recombination sites.
Results presented below define distinct, but integrated, roles
for Rec8/cohesion and Red1/Mek1kinase in homolog bias, sister
cohesion, and recombination timing and/or kinetics; present
evidence for association of recombinosomes with developing
chromosome axes before DSB formation; and show that Red1
and Rec8 localize to different chromosomal domains on a per-
cell basis. Multiple general implications emerge.
RESULTS
Physical Analysis of Recombination
Recombination intermediates and products were analyzed at the
HIS4LEU2 hot spot (Figures 2A–2D; Hunter and Kleckner, 2001;
Oh et al., 2007). In cultures undergoing synchronous meiosis,
samples were taken at desired time points and subjected to
DNA extraction, restriction digestion, and 1D and 2D gel electro-
phoresis. Species of interest were detected by Southern blotting
(Probe 4; except as noted). DSBs, SEIs, and dHJs are detected in
2D gels, which separate species first by molecular weight (MW)
and then by shape. IH-COs and -NCOs are detected via diag-
nostic fragments in 1D gels. In wild-type (WT)meiosis, intermedi-
ates appear and disappear and products emerge (Figure 2E).
Recombination in the absence of Rec8 and/or Red1 or, anal-
ogously, Rec8 and/or Mek1kinase was examined in two isogenic
sets of WT, single- and double-mutant strains. Alleles were
complete deletion mutations (rec8D, red1D) or mek1as, which
encodes a mutant protein whose kinase activity can be abol-
ished by a chemical inhibitor (Niu et al., 2005). mek1as(IN)
andmek1as(+IN) denote absence or presence of inhibitor added
at t = 0, respectively. Time courses were performed for all strains
at both 33C and 30Cwith samples taken at t = 0, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7,
8, 10, and 24 hr after initiation of meiosis. The same patterns
occur at both temperatures; 33C data are shown to permit
optimal comparison with zmm mutants (Bo¨rner et al., 2004;
below). Each strain, at each temperature, was examined in
multiple independent time courses (n = 53) with highly consistent
results (Figure S1A available online).
All mutants have reduced DSB levels (below) and thus
reduced total recombinational interactions. To permit direct
comparisons among all strains with regard to post-DSB effects,
we normalized levels of all species shown in graphs such that
they are presented on a per DSB basis. Specifically, for all
mutants, levels of all species are increased to those predicted
if DSB levels would be the same as in WT.Cell 143, 924–937, December 10, 2010 ª2010 Elsevier Inc. 925
Figure 2. Physical Analysis of Meiotic
Recombination
(A) HIS4LEU2 locus (Martini et al., 2006) and
Southern blot probes.
(B) DNA species generated by indicated digests.
(C) Fragments diagnostic of IH-COs and IH-NCOs,
each representing a subset of total products
(Storlazzi et al., 1995).
(D) Top: Two-dimensional gel displaying parental
and intermediate species (B, plus MCJMs [Oh
et al., 2007]). Bottom: Illustration. IH/IS species in
blue and pink, respectively (B, and species
described in text).
(E) Recombination in WT meiosis (S = IH+IS). See
also Figure S1.DSB Formation and Resection
DSBs were assayed in rec8D and/or red1D with a background
where DSBs accumulate rather than turning over (rad50S;
Figures 3A and 3B). At HIS4LEU2, each single mutant exhibits
modestly reduced DSB levels. The double mutant exhibits
approximately the product of the two individual defects.
Thus, Rec8 is required for DSB formation, similar to, but largely
independent of, Red1. DSB deficits occur in rec8D at three
other DSB hot spots (A.J., unpublished data), as for red1D at
the same sites (Blat et al., 2002), and for rec8D genome-
wide (Kugou et al., 2009). mek1as(+IN) confers the same
reduction in HIS4LEU2 DSBs as red1D (K.P.K., unpublished
data).
WT andmek1as(IN) DSBs exhibit500 nt 30 single-stranded
(ss) DNA tails (Hunter, 2006), sensitively revealed by 2D gels
(Figure 3C). rec8D and rec8D mek1as(IN) exhibit modest
hyperresection; red1D and mek1as(+IN) exhibit dramatic hyper-
resection; double mutants exhibit more hyperresection than
either component single mutant (Figure 3C). Thus, Rec8 and
Red1/Mek1kinase each contribute to control of DSB end resec-
tion via distinct effects.926 Cell 143, 924–937, December 10, 2010 ª2010 Elsevier Inc.Homolog Bias in WT
CO-fated interactions yield IH-dHJs plus
two types of IS-dHJs as seen in 2D gels
(Schwacha and Kleckner, 1994, 1997;
Figure 2D). The ratio of IH-dHJs to
IS-dHJs (summed from both parents) is
5:1 in WT and mek1as(IN) (Figure 4B,
Figure S1B, Figure S2, Figure S3, and
Figure S4), reflecting homolog bias for
CO recombination. Homolog bias is also
robust for NCOs: at HIS4LEU2, total IH
events (COs plus NCOs), account for
90% of total DSBs (Martini et al., 2006;
N. Hunter, personal communication).
In the Absence of Red1/
Mek1kinase, Homolog Bias Is
Converted to Sister Bias
In red1D and mek1as(+IN), total dHJ
levels (IH+IS) are the same as in WT/
mek1as(IN). However, in both mutants,
IH-dHJs are strongly reduced while IS-dHJs are compensatorily
increased, yielding an IH:IS dHJ ratio of 1:10 (versus 5:1 in WT)
(Figures 4A–4D). Absolute IH-CO levels are also strongly
reduced in both mutants, as are IH-NCO levels (Figure 4D).
These findings, plus prior findings (Introduction), point to
a general defect in homolog bias at an early step in recombina-
tion, prior to CO/NCO differentiation, with consequences for
both branches. This constellation of mutant phenotypes is
defined as ‘‘Type I’’ (Figure 4C). It is interpreted as reflecting roles
for Red1 and Mek1kinase in ‘‘establishment’’ of homolog bias.
Thus, in WT meiosis, Red1/Mek1kinase converts sister bias
into homolog bias at an early step.
Homolog Bias Is Detectable at the SEI Stage
Previous studies identified IH-SEIs (Hunter and Kleckner, 2001).
IS-SEI signals were not identified. In red1D and mek1as(+IN),
where IH interactions are strongly reduced and IS interactions
are strongly increased, IH-SEI signals are not visible; however,
in the ‘‘SEI’’ region of the gel (Figure 2D), two arc signals are
prominent (Figure 4A and Figure 5A). These signals correspond
to Mom-Mom and Dad-Dad IS-SEI species. (1) The centers of
Figure 3. DSB Levels and Resection
(A) One-dimensional gel showing rad50S DSBs.
(B) Quantification of DSB levels in (A).
(C) Two-dimensional gel detection of DSB resection: illustration plus WT and
mutant data from time point of maximum abundance.mass of the two signals occur at the expected MW positions,
9.2 and 7.3 kb (Figure 5A). (2) Hybridization with homolog-
specific probes shows that each signal contains only material
from the appropriate parent (Figure 5A). (3) The two signals
appear and disappear, coordinately, with the same kinetics as
IH-SEIs in WT strains (Figure 4D). (4) The two arc species are
not DNA replication intermediates: they appear 2 hr after
completion of replication (e.g., below); further, replication inter-
mediates are not recovered in the DNA extraction procedure
used (Hunter and Kleckner, 2001).
The same IS-SEI arcs are also detectable in WT and mek1as
(IN) (Figures 5B and 5C). IH-SEIs form prominent bar signals
that hybridize to both Mom- and Dad-specific probes. IH-SEIs
are detectable by the presence of weak signal in flanking regions
corresponding, respectively, to the higher MW portion of Mom-
Mom IS-SEIs and the lower MW portion of Dad-Dad IS-SEIs
(Figures 5B and 5C, arrows within circles). Each signal migrates
with appropriate mobility, is detected only with the appropriate
homolog-specific probe, and is rarer than IH-SEIs as expected
from homolog bias. Other portions of IS-SEI arcs overlap IH-
SEI bars. These patterns are confirmed in Rec8 strains (Figures
5B and 5C).
The unique arc shape of IS-SEI signals is seen inWT, aswell as
Red1/Mek1kinase. Thus it is not mutant-specific but is char-
acteristic of IS (versus IH) interactions per se. Each arc spans
MWs both higher and lower than expected (Figures 5A and
5B). Lower MW material is explained by DSB hyperresection,
prominent in the mutants but discernible at a low level in WT/
mek1as(IN) (Figure 3C). Higher MW material implies occur-
rence of DNA synthesis, presumably to extend 30 strand termini.
Despite their unusual morphology, these species clearly
represent CO-designated IS-SEIs. (1) In a strain specifically
defective for CO recombination versus NCO recombination,
IS-SEI levels are coordinately reduced, with the same altered
variation over time, as all known CO-specific species (zip3D;Figure S5). (2) IS-SEIs appear and disappear with the same
kinetics as IH-SEIs, qualitatively and quantitatively (red1D/
mek1as(+IN) versusWT/mek1as(IN) in Figure 4D and Figure S3;
WT/mek1as(IN) gels in Figure S2 and Figure S4). (3) In Red1/
Mek1kinase strains, where IS-dHJs occur at the same high
levels as IH-dHJs in WT meiosis, there are no other detectable
species in the MW region of a 2D gel where SEIs should appear;
moreover, the IS-SEI levels in these mutants are the same as for
IH-SEIs in WT. Thus, the arc morphology of IS-SEIs suggests
that the 30 end status of CO-fated IS-SEIs is intrinsically less
stringently controlled than that of CO-fated IH-SEIs.
In the Absence of Rec8, Homolog Bias Is Established,
Then Lost, during CO Formation at the SEI-to-dHJ
Transition
In rec8D and mek1as(IN) rec8D, DSBs, SEIs and dHJs appear
and disappear, and IH-CO and IH-NCO products appear, all at
substantial levels (Figure 4D and Figure S3 legend). IH-NCO
levels are very similar to those in WT/mek1as(IN) strains, sug-
gesting that homolog bias is established normally for NCO
recombination (Figure 4D and Figure S3). Further, just as in
WT/mek1as(IN), IH-SEIs are more abundant than IS-SEIs
(Figures 5B and 5C). Thus, homolog bias is established efficiently
also for CO recombination.
However, the ratio of IH:IS dHJs in both Rec8 strains is 1:1
(versus 5:1 in WT), and the IH-CO level, while high, is modestly
reduced (Figures 4A–4D). Such effects could be explained in
two ways. (1) IH-SEIs might be lost to unknown fates, thus
specifically reducing the level of IH-dHJs and IH-COs. (2)
Homolog bias might be lost at the SEI-to-dHJ transition, with
all SEIs progressing, but with each SEI having an equivalent
probability of giving rise to either an IH-dHJ or an IS-dHJ (IH:IS
dHJ = 1:1) and a commensurate reduction in IH-COs. We favor
the second scenario. In rec8D mek1as(IN), total dHJ levels
are very similar to those in REC8 mek1as(IN); however, the
level of IH-dHJs is reduced while the level of IS-dHJs is compen-
satorily increased (Figure 4D). Thus, SEIs progress efficiently to
dHJs but are concomitantly redistributed between IH and IS
species.
In scenario (1), differential loss of IH-SEIs to the same level as
IS-SEIs predicts that IH-COs will be reduced to 20% the WT
level; in scenario (2) equi-partitioning of SEIs to IH- and IS-dHJs
predicts that IH-CO levels will be reduced to 60% the WT level
(Figure S3). In rec8D mek1as(IN), IH-COs occur at 60% the
WT level (Figure 4D).
The IH:IS dHJ ratio in Rec8mutants is exactly 1:1 (Figure 4B;
1.04 ± 0.14; range = 0.831.25; n = 12). It seems improbable that
equivalency would arise by chance as in (1) and probable that it
reflects an intrinsic feature of recombination as in (2) (Discus-
sion). Also, random interaction of a DSB with available partners
would give a 2:1 IH:IS dHJ ratio; thus, it is not the case that
a DSB has access to all possible partner chromatids (two sisters
and one homolog) at the SEI-to-dHJ transition.
The Rec8 partner choice phenotype is defined as ‘‘Type II’’
(Figure 4C). It is interpreted to mean that homolog bias is: (1) effi-
ciently established; (2) efficiently maintained both throughout
NCO formation (giving normal IH-NCO levels) and during CO
formation through the SEI stage (giving normal IH bias forCell 143, 924–937, December 10, 2010 ª2010 Elsevier Inc. 927
Figure 4. Partner Choice in Chromosome
Structure Mutants
(A) Gels of SEIs/dHJs at time point of maximum
level in (B). Blue indicates IH; Pink indicates IS.
** indicates SEI levels too low for accurate IH/IS
discrimination.
(B) IH/IS dHJ levels over time plotted as percent-
age maximum level of most abundant species.
(C) Summary of data in (A, B, and D) and thus-
defined Type I and Type II phenotypes.
(D) Time course analysis of mek1as strain set
displayed as pair-wise comparisons between
featured strain (solid line) and appropriate refer-
ence strain (dashed line). All species levels in
mutants are normalized for DSB reductions to
permit per DSB comparisons (Results). Gels are
presented without such adjustment with parental
signals at the same intensities in all panels to indi-
cate absolute levels. Corresponding full gels are
shown in Figure S2. Analogous data for MEK1 ±
red1D strains in Figure S3 and Figure S4. Note,
in rec8D, as well as in rec8D mek1as(IN), nearly
all DSBs progress to products, albeit with a signif-
icant delay (Figure S3 legend). See also Figure S2,
Figure S3, Figure S4, and Figure S5.SEIs); but (3) lost at the SEI-to-dHJ transition, with all SEIs
(IH and IS) progressing efficiently but with either type of SEI
having an equal probability of giving either an IH- or IS-dHJ
(IH:IS dHJ = 1:1) and corresponding products, giving a 40%
reduction in IH-COs to 60% the WT level.
This interpretation is supported by comparison of rec8D with
zip3D (Figure S5). Zip3 represents a prominent group of CO-
specific functions (ZMMs; Bo¨rner et al., 2004). Differently from
rec8D, zip3D: (1) shows defective progression of DSBs to CO-
specific intermediates and a severe reduction in IH-COs; (2)
exhibits this defect at the DSB-to-SEI transition; and (3) does
not eliminate homolog bias among residual SEIs and dHJs
(IH:IS dHJ = 3:1). rec8D zip3D exhibits the sum of both single-
mutant defects: severe reductions in SEIs, dHJs, and IH-COs
(zip3D); robust homolog bias at the SEI stage and for NCO
recombination (both mutants); and IH:IS dHJ = 1:1 (rec8D).928 Cell 143, 924–937, December 10, 2010 ª2010 Elsevier Inc.Rec8 Promotes Sister Bias and
Red1/Mek1 Antagonizes that
Effect, Thus Making Homolog
Bias Possible
rec8D mek1as(+IN) and rec8D red1D
double mutants exhibit the same pheno-
type as rec8D mek1as(IN) and rec8D
RED1: IH:IS dHJ = 1:1; WT levels of IH-
NCOs; and IH-COs reduced to 60%
the WT level (Figure 4). IH/IS SEI status
cannot be assessed because levels
are too low, reflecting reduced total
DSBs (above) and rapid turnover of inter-
mediates (below). Nonetheless, since all
otherpredictedphenotypesareobserved,
we conclude that in Rec8 Red1/
Mek1kinase double mutants, as inRec8 single mutants, homolog bias is established normally, but
is not maintained during CO recombination (Type II; Figure 4C).
This correspondence is confirmed by inactivating Mek1kinase in
rec8D mek1as strain at various times in meiosis: a 1:1 IH:IS dHJ
ratio is seen regardless of whether inhibitor is added at t = 0
(Rec8 Mek1kinase condition), t = 7h (Rec8 Mek1kinase +
condition), or any point in between (K.P.K., unpublished data).
These results were unexpected. Absent further complexities,
a double mutant should have exhibited the earlier establishment
defect of Red1/Mek1kinase (Type I), not the later ‘‘mainte-
nance’’ defect of Rec8 (Type II). Several features are thus
revealed:
(1) Homolog bias is established even when both Red1/
Mek1kinase and Rec8 are absent (in double mutants);
thus, other components directly mediate this process.
Figure 5. Identification of IS-SEIs
(A) dHJs/SEIs from mek1as(+IN) visualized with general and Mom- and Dad-
specific probes (green, orange, and brown; Figure 2A); predicted species sizes
from Figure 2B are indicated. * marks IS-SEI.
(B) dHJs/SEIs from WT and mutants visualized with Mom- and Dad-specific
probes. Gel regions (bottom); (top) subset of illustration including regions
expanded in (C). Arrows indicate regions of IS-SEI signals visible in WT/rec8D.
(C) Enlarged views of gel areas indicated in (B) subset of illustration; circles
denote regions of differential Mom/Dad hybridization.
(D) Timing and kinetics of recombination in indicated strains. For any interme-
diate species of interest, integration of the primary data (e.g., Figure 4D) yields
three parameters: average life span; time of appearance in 50% of cells; and
time of disappearance (one life span later) (Hunter and Kleckner, 2001). These
par
and
IH-
sho
in F(2) Red1/Mek1kinase is important for establishment of
homolog bias when Rec8 is present (Red1/
Mek1kinase single mutants) but not when Rec8 is
absent (double mutants). Thus, formally, Rec8 specifies
an inhibitor of bias and Red1/Mek1kinase is required to
remove that inhibitor. In Rec8 strains, there is no inhib-
itor of homolog bias; thus, homolog bias is established,
regardless of whether the inhibitor of the inhibitor is
present (Rec8 Red1+/Mek1kinase+) or absent (Rec8
Red1/Mek1kinase).
(3) When Rec8 is present and Red1/Mek1kinase is absent,
sister bias is observed (above). Thus, in its inhibitory
role, Rec8 mediates sister bias, concomitantly precluding
establishment of homolog bias. Red1/Mek1kinase coun-
teracts these effects, converting sister bias back to
homolog bias.
(4) Maintenance of bias during CO recombination is defec-
tive in both Rec8 and Rec8 Red1/Mek1kinase.
Red1/Mek1kinase might be irrelevant for bias mainte-
nance. Alternatively, Red1/Mek1kinase may also be
required for maintenance of bias, in addition to Rec8,
with both functions being essential for the same step. If
so, a bias maintenance defect would be observed also
in Red1/Mek1kinase single mutants. Supporting this
model: residual IH products arising in those mutants
exhibit the same differential reduction of COs versus
NCOs, by 60%, as Rec8.Meiotically Expressed Mcd1 Fully Substitutes for Rec8
during Establishment of Homolog Bias
The general kleisin ortholog of Rec8, Mcd1, is not prominent in
meiosis but can be expressed meiotically from the REC8
promoter (pREC8-MCD1) (Lee and Amon, 2003). Expression of
Mcd1 in Rec8 Red1/Mek1kinase double mutants fully
restores a Rec8+ Red1/Mek1kinase phenotype. That is,
expression of Mcd1 converts the double-mutant Type II pheno-
type back to the Type I phenotype of the single mutant (Figure 4).
Thus, Mcd1 fully substitutes for Rec8 as an inhibitor of homolog
bias establishment and concomitant promoter of sister bias.
Also, expression of Mcd1 in Rec8 Red1+/Mek1kinase+ single
mutants has no effect on establishment of bias: IH-NCOs still
occur at WT-like levels and substantial levels of IH-COs also
occur (K.P.K., unpublished data). Thus, the inhibitory effects of
Mcd1 are efficiently counteracted by Red1/Mek1kinase, just as
for Rec8.
Expression of Mcd1 in Rec8 Red1+/Mek1kinase+ single
mutants increases the IH:IS dHJ ratio from 1:1 to 2:1, but not
to the 5:1 observed in WT (K.P.K., unpublished data). This prob-
ably implies that Mcd1 can substitute only partially for Rec8
during maintenance of bias during CO recombination.ameters are denoted, for DSBs, SEIs, and dHJs, by the length, beginning,
end, respectively, of a corresponding line. Times at which IH-CO and
NCO products have appeared in 50% of cells (i.e., at half their final level)
wn by corresponding flags. Analogous data for MEK1± red1D strain set
igure S6. See also Figure S2, Figure S4, and Figure S5.
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Figure 6. Sister Cohesion and Axis Morphogenesis
(A) Strains carrying lacO and/or tetO array(s) and expressing a cognate fluorescently-tagged Lac and/or Tet repressor were analyzed for sister association in fixed
whole cells. One focus indicates unreplicated, or replicated but unseparated, sisters (upper left). Two foci indicate replicated and visibly distinct sisters (other
panels). The scale bar represents 1mm.
(B) Percentages of cells in representative cultures showing 4C DNA content (black), visibly distinct sisters at a single locus as in (A) (red), or first or both meiotic
divisions (grey).
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Red1/Mek1kinase and Rec8 Regulate Progression
of Recombination
In a given strain, the time at which a given species appears in
50% of cells, its duration (life span), and the time at which it
disappears in 50% of cells (one life span after it appears) can
all be defined (Figure 5D and Figure S6). All mutants exhibit
altered timing and/or kinetics of recombination.
Lines 1 versus 2
Absence of Rec8 delays DSB formation by 2 hr (asterisk). Since
replication is only modestly perturbed (Cha et al., 2000), this
delay arises after S phase. Absence of Rec8 also significantly
prolongs DSB, SEI, and dHJ life spans. However, nearly all
DSBs do finally emerge as products (Figure 4D, Figure S2, and
Figure S4).
Lines 2 versus 3
All delays in Rec8 strains are absent in Rec8 Red1/
Mek1kinase strains and themek1as(IN) allele is hypomorphic
for this effect (Figure 5D versus Figure S3 and Figure S6). Thus,
Red1/Mek1kinasemediates all rec8D timing delays. Importantly,
since Rec8 Red1+/Mek1kinase+ and Rec8 Red1/
Mek1kinase strains both exhibit a Type II phenotype (above),
Red1/Mek1kinase affects the rate of recombination progression
in rec8D but not its outcome. Red1/Mek1/Hop1 also mediates
timing delays in WT meiosis (Malone et al., 2004). In both
Rec8 and in WT, Red1/Mek1/Hop1 may sense local recombi-
nation status and block progression to the next stage until prior
steps are properly completed (Discussion).
Lines 1 versus 4
Red1/Mek1kinase single mutants exhibit reduced DSB life
spans relative to WT. However, SEI/dHJ life spans and the
time of appearance of products are unaltered. Thus, reduced
DSB life span could reflect promiscuous DSB end processing
(resection and/or extension) of IS-fated events (above).
Lines 3 versus 1 or 4
Rec8 Red1/Mek1kinase strains exhibit dramatically shorter
SEI and dHJ life spans than either Rec8+ Red1/Mek1kinase
orWT. Rec8may act as a regulatory ‘‘brake’’ for recombinational
progression, independent of limitations conferred by Red1/
Mek1kinase; when both factors are absent, interactions race
through biochemical steps (Discussion).(C) For a strain carrying lac and tet arrays at different loci, percentages of cells ex
both loci (solid lines) and corresponding percentages predicted for independent
time point given by the binomial distribution, assuming that 5% of cells fail to en
(D) Averages of multiple experiments for rec8D and rec8D red1D strains. Values
4CDNA content (new ‘‘t = 0’’), thus correcting for culture-to-culture variation in tim
DNA replication (4C; grey; n = 12, including WT and mutant cultures) and of two
average ± standard deviation (SD). Note: SDs for the two mutant curves do not o
at left were normalized to their final values, which represent completion of the cor
isons with one another and with appearance of DSBs (from [E]). Arrows indicate
(E) Chromosome spreads of WT cells immunostained for Rec8-myc or Zip1. Rec
enlarged at right. Zip1 pachytene pattern also shown. The scale bar represents
(F) Top: appearance and disappearance of nuclei for each category in (E) over tim
same culture.
(G) Fraction of cells that have progressed up to, or beyond, each indicated stage, g
Kleckner, 2001).
(H) Coimmunostaining of Rec8-myc and Red1 at leptotene-zygotene (left) and p
(I) Enlargements of regions boxed in (H). See also Figure S7.Rec8 and Red1 Are Both Required for Normal Sister
Cohesion
Sister relationships were examined in intact cells with fluores-
cent repressor-operator arrays at two loci, each located in the
middle of a long chromosome arm and present on one homolog
of a diploid (Figure 6A and Figure S7). In WT, cohesion is main-
tained throughout prophase: separated sister loci (two-focus
cells) appear at MI (Figure 6B). The same is true in red1D (Fig-
ure 6B). However, some premature sister separation was seen
for Red1/Mek1 mutants in spread preparations (Bailis and
Roeder, 1998), e.g., because of increased spatial resolution.
In rec8D and red1D rec8D, nuclei with separated sisters
appear early and their level rises to a final value of 50%–60%
(Figure 6B; Klein et al., 1999). Residual sister association is prob-
ably not mediated by Mcd1: (1) 50% residual association is
observed in mnd2D, where premature activation of separase
should eliminate Mcd1 as well as Rec8 (Penkner et al., 2005);
and (2) 50% residual association is seen in Mcd1-deficient
mitotic cells where Rec8 is absent (Dı´az-Martı´nez et al., 2008).
Sister association might be absent in Rec8 strains via50%
loss at each individual locus in every cell. Alternatively, 50% of
cells might exhibit full association at all loci while 50% exhibit
complete absence at all loci. The first situation pertains: if sister
relationships are analyzed simultaneously at two arm loci, the
frequencies of nuclei exhibiting two foci at both loci, or at neither
locus, match the predictions of the binomial distribution for inde-
pendent absence of association at each locus (Figure 6C).
Sister association is established during S phase.Multiple inde-
pendent cultures were evaluated for both DNA replication and
sister association over time (Figure 6D). The percentage of cells
that have completed S phase is the percentage exhibiting a 4C
DNA content. For a given locus, the percentage of cells lacking
Rec8-mediated sister association is the fraction of two-focus
cells at that time point divided by the fraction of two-focus cells
at late times when Rec8-mediated association is absent in all
cells (above). In both rec8D and red1D rec8D, two-focus cells
appear after completion of S phase. Thus, Rec8 is not required
for establishment of sister association but is required for its
maintenance after S phase, as known for all previously studied
organisms (discussion in Storlazzi et al., 2008). Also, two-focushibiting separation at each locus considered individually, at neither locus, or at
loss of cohesion at the two loci (dashed lines). Predicted percentages at each
ter meiosis (Padmore et al., 1991).
at each time point were normalized to the time when 50% of cells exhibited
ing ofmeiosis initiation. Left: absolute percentages of cells that have completed
-focus cells in rec8D (green; n = 5) or rec8D red1D (orange; n = 3). Values =
verlap; thus, differences in their average values are meaningful. Right: curves
responding events in 100% of meiotically active cells, thus permitting compar-
times when 50% of cells have completed each event.
8 patterns were assigned to Categories I–IV (Results). Boxed region from (III)
2mm.
e in meiosis (n > 100 for each time point). Bottom: timing of other events in the
iven by cumulative curves derived from noncumulative curves in (F) (Hunter and
achytene (right) in spread chromosomes.
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cells appear about an hour earlier in red1D rec8D than in rec8D
(Figure 6D). Thus, Red1 promotes sister association in the
absence of Rec8 as well as WT.
Rec8 and Red1 Localize to Distinct Domains along
Organized Chromosomes Prior to DSB Formation
Do pre-DSB recombinosomes interact with chromosome struc-
ture components even prior to DSB formation and homolog bias
establishment? In budding yeast, a challenge to this idea is the
fact that silver-staining axial elements (AEs) and defined lines
of immunostaining for chromosome structure components
become apparent 90 min after DSB formation, concomitant
with SEI formation at zygotene (Padmore et al., 1991; Hunter
and Kleckner, 2001). To further characterize axis morphogen-
esis, we sorted nuclei exhibiting detectable Rec8 signals into
four categories: Category I, no staining; Category II, modest
numbers of foci with no indication of organization; Category III,
larger numbers of foci with a clear tendency for linear arrays;
Category IV, strongly staining lines or rows of prominent foci (Fig-
ure 6E). Nuclei of the four categories disappear (I) and appear (II–
IV) progressively. As expected, Category IV appears contempo-
raneously with SC formation (lines of SC component Zip1), well in
advance of COs and MI (Figures 6F and 6G). Identification of
Category III reveals that longitudinal chromosome organization
is present much earlier: Category III appears after completion
of S phase but an hour prior to DSB formation, assayed in the
same culture (Figure 6G). The same patterns are seen for Red1
(B.M.W., unpublished data).
Costaining for Red1 and Rec8 further reveals that the two
types of axis components exhibit distinct patterns of loading
along chromosomes, both early and late (Figure 6H). Both
components occur broadly throughout the chromosomes;
however, regions of abundance for Red1 are often depleted for
Rec8, and vice versa. Red1-rich and Rec8-rich domains are
seen to alternate along a chromosome (e.g., Figure 6I).
DISCUSSION
The present study suggests that Rec8 promotes sister bias, prob-
ably via its cohesin function, thereby inhibiting establishment of
homolog bias. The role of Red1/Mek1kinase is to counteract this
effect (Figure 7A). Despite this interplay, when Red1 and Red1/
Mek1kinase are both absent, homolog bias is still established
efficiently. Thus, these structural components satisfy precondi-
tions for homologbias,which is thendirectly implementedbyother
components (Figure 7A). During CO recombination, but not NCO
recombination, bias also must be actively maintained, at the
SEI-to-dHJ transition. Rec8 is required positively for this effect
(Figure 7A). Red1/Mek1kinasemight be similarly involved. All roles
of Rec8 andRed1 for partner choicemirror the competing dictates
of meiosis for maintenance of cohesion globally versus disruption
locally at sites of recombination. Taken togetherwith other results,
our findings have additional implications.
Interplay of Rec8-Mediated Cohesion and Red1/
Mek1kinase for Establishment of Homolog Bias
Mcd1 substitutes efficiently for Rec8 in promoting sister bias;
further, Red1/Mek1kinase can overcome this effect as effec-932 Cell 143, 924–937, December 10, 2010 ª2010 Elsevier Inc.tively as it does that of Rec8. Mcd1 also substitutes effectively
for Rec8 for sister chromatid arm cohesion. Thus, Rec8-medi-
ated sister bias is probably promoted by cohesion per se. This
meiotic role of Rec8 is analogous to recently-described Mcd1
roles in promoting sister bias for recombinational repair of
DSBs in non-meiotic cells (Introduction).
Meiosis requires that cohesion be robust globally, to ensure
regular homolog pairing during prophase and homolog segrega-
tion atMI (Introduction). We infer that meiotic components Red1/
Mek1kinase are required to counteract this cohesion locally, in
the vicinity of recombinational interactions, thereby opening up
the possibility for actual implementation of homolog bias via
othermeiosis-specific features. In this role, Red1/Mek1 probably
works together with Hop1, the third yeast meiotic axis compo-
nent. Hop1 interacts closely with Red1/Mek1 physically, cyto-
logically, and functionally with respect to several activities,
including homolog bias: in a hop1D mutant, at HIS4LEU2, only
IS-dHJs are observed, to the exclusion of IH-dHJs (Schwacha
and Kleckner, 1994), exactly as in red1D (above). This role of
Hop1/Red1/Mek1kinase is the only role for these proteins in
homolog bias establishment because corresponding mutations
have no effect on establishment if Rec8/cohesion is absent.
The effect of Red1/Mek1kinase on Rec8-mediated cohesion
could occur prior to, concomitant with, or after DSB formation,
by any of several possible mechanisms. An early effect is sup-
ported by our finding that Rec8 and Red1/Mek1 play multiple
roles, sometimes interactively, prior to and/or concomitant with
DSB formation, i.e., for sister cohesion, for the levels and timing
of DSBs, and in early formation of distinct spatial domains.
Homolog bias is probably implemented by components of pre/
post-DSB recombinosomes, including Dmc1 (Sheridan and
Bishop, 2006). Thus, precondition effects (Figure 7A) probably
reflect a layer of structural control that is superimposed upon
recombinosome-mediated events.
Our findings exclude several previous models for establish-
ment of homolog bias. (1) With respect to Model 1, cohesion-
mediated sister cohesiondoes not promote bias; rather, it inhibits
bias. Also, Red1/Mek1kinase does not promote sister cohesion;
rather it counteracts cohesion (see also Terentyev et al., 2010). (2)
It was proposed that Mek1-mediated phosphorylation of Rad54
plays a role in homolog bias (Niu et al., 2009). The present study
suggests that the only role of Red1/Mek1kinase is to counteract
Rec8-mediated cohesion. Mek1 phosphorylation of Rad54 may
be important primarily for DNA damage checkpoint responses,
e.g., in dmc1D where Mek1/Rad54 interactions were examined;
indeed, a nonphosphorylatable rad54mutant has no phenotype
in WT meiosis (Niu et al., 2009). (3) A recent report asserts that
Mek1 mediates homolog bias independent of Rec8 (Callender
and Hollingsworth, 2010). However, that study examined only
progression of DSBs (which we show here is not correlated
with partner choice), and did not examine whether progressing
DSBs ended up in IH or IS interactions.
Maintenance of Bias during CO Recombination
For homolog biasmaintenance, Rec8 is required andMcd1 does
not effectively substitute. Thus, meiosis-specific Rec8 functions
are involved. Such roles might still be cohesion-related or not.
Intriguingly, Red1/Mek1kinase may work together with Rec8
Figure 7. Roles of Structural Components for Meiotic Recombination
(A) Formal logic for establishment and maintenance of homolog bias as defined by mutant phenotypes.
(B) Quiescence and release of the first DSB end from its sister in relation to establishment of homolog bias and of the second DSB end from its sister in relation to
maintenance of homolog bias.
(C) Initiation of pre-dHJ formation at a homolog-associated first end or a sister-associated second end yields an IH-dHJ or an IS-dHJ, respectively.
(D) Release of the first DSB end from its tethered-loop axis complex yields a nucleus-scaled homology-searching tentacle.for maintenance of bias (despite working in opposition to Rec8
during bias establishment). Similarly, Red1/Mek1kinase is impli-
cated in promoting sister cohesion (despite also counteracting
its inhibitory effects). Perhaps Red1/Mek1 and Rec8 roles for
bias maintenance both reflect meiotic cohesion-favoring effects.Maintenance of homolog bias is required specifically during
CO recombination. Perhaps this is because CO recombination,
but not NCO recombination, involves accompanying local
exchange of individual chromatid axes (Introduction), and thus
is more dependent on sister stabilization factors to maintainCell 143, 924–937, December 10, 2010 ª2010 Elsevier Inc. 933
overall chromosome integrity during disruptive recombinational
transitions (Storlazzi et al., 2008).
Establishment and Maintenance of Homolog Bias via
Programmed Quiescence and Release of First- and
Second-DSB Ends
During CO recombination, the two ends of each DSB interact
with a partner duplex in ordered sequence (Introduction; Fig-
ure 7B). A first DSB end engages the partner in stable strand
invasion (SEI formation), then primes DNA extension synthesis
and resultant formation of pre-dHJs. After pre-dHJ formation,
this end is captured into the developing recombination complex
by single-strand annealing. Apparently, during the intervening
period, the second end remains associated with its sister at
both the DNA and axis levels (Introduction). This ends-apart
scenario has further implications. (1) At the time of DSB forma-
tion, both DSB ends would be sister-associated. (2) The first
DSB end would be released from this association to permit inter-
action with a homolog chromatid. (3) The second DSB end must
remain biochemically quiescent while the first DSB end prog-
resses. (4) The second DSB end must also eventually be
released from its sister to permit its capture into the recombina-
tion complex during the SEI-to-dHJ transition, which occurs at
early/midpachytene when SC is fully formed (Hunter and Kleck-
ner, 2001). Since early/mid-pachytene is an important global
transition point for meiosis (Kleckner et al., 2004), release of
quiescence could be a regulated event, which in turn would
imply that quiescence itself is specifically programmed.
In correspondence to these implications (Figure 7B): (1) Sister
association of DSB ends is supported by our finding that cohesin
Rec8 is relevant to events prior to and during DSB formation as
well as immediately ensuing homolog bias.
(2) Rec8/cohesion concomitantly promotes sister bias and
inhibits use of the homolog. Perhaps it inhibits release of the first
DSB end from its sister. Red1/Mek1kinase would then coun-
teract this inhibition, making first-end release possible, thereby
satisfying preconditions for meiotic homolog bias. Recombino-
some components would then ensure that the released end
selects a homolog partner rather than its sister.
(3) Rec8 could mediate maintenance of bias at the SEI-to-dHJ
transition by mediating second-end quiescence. The events that
normally give rise to in IH-dHJ are initiated at the first (homolog-
associated) DSB end (above). If these same events initiated,
instead, at the second, sister-associated DSB end, the conse-
quence would be formation of an IS-dHJ rather than an IH-dHJ
(Figure 7C). The rec8D phenotype of loss of bias at the SEI stage
can be explained, and in such a way as to give a 1:1 IH:IS dHJ
ratio, if Rec8-mediated second-end quiescencewould be defec-
tive such that pre-dHJ formation can be initiatedwith equal prob-
ability on either end. Red1/Mek1kinase might also contribute to
second-end quiescence (above).
Initiation of pre-dHJ formation at both ends of the same DSB
seems to be quite rare. Such events would yield multichromatid
joint molecules, (MCJMs) (Oh et al., 2007). While somewhat
elevated in Rec8 strains, MCJMs are not dramatically promi-
nent (K.P.K., unpublished data). To explain this and other
features of the data, we suggest that communication between
the two DSB ends, via a recombination intermediate that spans934 Cell 143, 924–937, December 10, 2010 ª2010 Elsevier Inc.the SC (Storlazzi et al., 2010), may ensure that initiation of pre-
dHJ formation (i.e., initiation 30 extension synthesis) can initiate
on only one of the two ends of any given DSB. In WT, Rec8
acts to favor initiation at the homolog-associated end; in
Rec8, this bias is lost. Also, the Rec8 phenotype is probably
not explained by a failure to resolve MCJMs because resolution-
defective mutants still exhibit reasonable homolog bias (IH:IS
dHJ = 3:1; e.g., Oh et al., 2007).
(4) Modulation of Rec8-mediated sister association would be
required for second-end release (Figure 7B).
Programmed quiescence and release of the second DSB end
also explains other findings (Figure 7B). (1) Yeast encodes both
Dmc1, a meiosis-specific RecA homolog implicated specifically
in IH interactions, and Rad51, the general RecA homolog;
meiosis also specifies a direct inhibitor of Rad51, Hed1, and it
is proposed that Dmc1 binds to the first DSB end while Rad51
binds to the second DSB end (Hunter, 2006; Sheridan and
Bishop, 2006). Thus, a key role of Rad51/Hed1 could be to
promote second-end quiescence. Accordingly, a rad52 allele
specifically defective in abundant loading of Rad51 confers the
same 1:1 IH:IS dHJ ratio as a Rec8 mutant (Lao et al., 2008).
(2) Components of preDSB recombinosomes, e.g., Rec102 in
yeast and Spo11 transesterase in several organisms, remain on
the chromosomes after DSB formation and into pachytene;
further Rec102 is released abruptly, specifically at early/mid-
pachytene, i.e., at the time of second-end release (Kee et al.,
2004; Romanienko and Camerini-Otero, 2000). PreDSB recom-
binosome components may remain bound (at the second DSB
end) in order to mediate second-end quiescence.
(3) Retention of a Rad51-mediated second end/sister interac-
tion leaves open the possibility for return to a mitotic-like
intersister DSB repair reaction if meiotic IH recombination goes
awry with IS events triggered by activation of second-end
release. Accordingly, (i) inmouse, DSBs that lack an homologous
partner sequence remain unresolved until early/mid-pachytene,
and (ii) in allohexaploid wheat, recombinational interactions
between homeologous sequences are specifically lost, pre-
sumptively to IS repair, at this same stage (Mahadevaiah et al.,
2001; Zickler and Kleckner, 1999).
Establishment of DSB/Homolog Connections via
a Nucleus-Scaled Homology-Searching Tentacle
Tethered-loop axis complexes are clearly present shortly after
DSB formation by both molecular and cytological criteria (Blat
et al., 2002; Zickler and Kleckner, 1999). It is less clear whether
this association is created prior to DSB formation, concomitant
with development of axial structure, or after DSB formation,
with post-DSB complexes associating with already-developed
structure. One prior finding points to pre-DSB recombino-
some/axis association: DSBs and DSB-associated Dmc1
complexes occur, preferentially, half way between flanking axis
association sites, rather than randomly with respect to those
sites (Blat et al., 2002; Kugou et al., 2009; F. Klein, personal
communication). Thus, developing recombination complexes
and axis association sites must communicate prior to DSB
formation. Here we provide additional evidence to this effect.
(1) All known meiotic axis components are required for maximal
levels of DSBs including Rec8, as shown here and elsewhere.
(2) Red1/Rec8 interplay is important for the timing of DSB forma-
tion. (3) Red1 and Rec8 localize in abundant domains that exhibit
longitudinal linearity before DSBs form.
Together, these results support a picture in which DSBs occur
in tethered-loop axis complexes that contain both sisters with
DSBs occurring preferentially midway between flanking axis
association sites (Figure 1E and Figure 7D). If so, release of a first
DSB end (above) will release a tentacle whose length is approx-
imately half the length of a chromatin loop (Figure 7D). Budding
yeast loops are 10–15 kb in length (Blat et al., 2002). A released
tentacle would thus be7 kb, i.e.,0.3 or2 mmof nucleosomal
filament or naked DNA respectively. These lengths are similar to
the diameter of the meiotic yeast nucleus, 2 mm. Release of
a tentacle would thus permit a DSB to search for a homologous
partner without the dramatic stirring forces that would otherwise
be required to bring DSB ends in contact with homologous part-
ners. Recent findings support long-distance homology recogni-
tion (Storlazzi et al., 2010). Importantly, chromatin loop size
scales with genome size (Zickler and Kleckner, 1999; Kleckner,
2006), which in turn scales with nucleus size. Thus, DSB forma-
tion should universally release a nucleus-scaled homology-
searching tentacle (Figure 7D).
Structure-Mediated Control of Recombinational
Progression
Previous considerations suggest that meiotic chromosome
structure plays a central role in controlling the timing of recombi-
nation progression in WT meiosis (e.g., Bo¨rner et al., 2008). Our
results suggest that Red1/Mek1 and Rec8 are involved in
‘‘putting the brakes’’ on recombination progression and that
they act via distinct effects. As a result, when both types of
components are absent, biochemical events proceed extremely
rapidly.
Red1/Mek1 impedes recombination in both WT and Rec8
strains. Further, Mek1 is Rad53-related, and Rad53 is the
primary downstream target of ATR, the replication and DSB
repair regulatory surveillance kinase. Thus, Red1/Mek1 might
monitor local developments within individual recombinational
interactions, ensuring that each biochemical step is completed
and new components properly loaded before the next biochem-
ical step can occur (Schwacha and Kleckner, 1997). These
effects probably also involve Pch2 (Bo¨rner et al., 2008). How
might Rec8 participate in progression timing? Perhaps Rec8
responds to global regulatory signals derived from the cell
cycle, licensing major transitions nucleus-wide. Such effects
would link recombination progression to overall cell status
and periodically reinforce nucleus-wide synchrony. Together,
Red1/Hop1/Mek1 and Rec8 would integrate local surveillance
signals and global cell-cycle-related signals to control progres-
sion at both levels.
Domainal Differentiation and Evolution of the Meiotic
Interhomolog Interaction Program
Red1 and Rec8 play functionally distinct roles in every process
examined here: sister association and several aspects of
recombination, including (1) opposing effects for homolog bias
establishment; (2) cooperative roles for maintenance of homolog
bias; and (3) distinct roles for regulation of recombinationprogression. However, in a mutant lacking both Rec8 and
Red1, recombination is still executed normally: initiation, estab-
lishment of homolog bias, and CO/NCO differentiation occur;
CO recombination proceeds via SEIs and dHJs; and CO
and NCO products are both formed efficiently. Thus, these
structural components only modulate basic biochemical events,
which are directly executed by other (i.e., recombinosome)
components.
Red1 and Rec8 tend to be enriched in spatially distinct
domains along chromosomes on a per-cell basis. We propose
that Red1 and Rec8 carry out their distinct but coordinated roles
(for cohesion, homolog bias, and recombinational progression)
via corresponding spatially distinct domains. We proposed
previously that meiotic chromosomes might comprise two func-
tionally and structurally different types of regions, interaction
domains and stabilization domains, which would occur alter-
nately along chromosomes (Zickler and Kleckner, 1999; Storlazzi
et al., 2008). Interaction domains would encourage structural
destabilizations needed for pairing and recombination; stabiliza-
tion domains would provide structural snaps that counteract
such destabilization, thereby maintaining chromosome integrity.
Red1-rich regions (which are also Hop1-rich regions; Bo¨rner
et al., 2008) and Rec8-rich regions could be these two types of
domains. In support of this idea: (1) CO sites are associated
primarily with Red1/Hop1 domains (Joshi et al., 2009); and (2)
Red1 is more strongly required for DSB formation and, sepa-
rately, to ensure that a DSB gives an IH product (i.e., homolog
bias) in domains where it is more abundant than in domains
where it is less abundant (Blat et al., 2002). Domainal recombino-
some/axis organization could arise easily if each emerging pre-
DSB recombination complex tends to nucleate development of
a surrounding Red1 domain, concomitantly constraining posi-
tions of Rec8 domains.
In the context of domainal control, a specific idea regarding
homolog bias emerges. Red1 domains might comprise zones
in which, because of the way they developed, Rec8-mediated
cohesion is relatively depleted and where, additionally, Red1/
Mek1 mediates another type of sister association. This alterna-
tive mode would compensate for the deficit of Rec8 but, unlike
cohesin-mediated cohesion, would be susceptible to recombi-
nation-directed destabilization. Rec8 domains, in contrast,
would comprise zones of cohesin-mediated cohesion that is
robust and insensitive to recombinosome-directed effects.
This model can explain how Red1 could act both positively
and negatively for sister cohesion. Further, when Red1 is absent,
recombinosome-nucleated formation of Red1 domains would
not occur and unconstrained loading of Rec8 would confer
sister bias.
We previously proposed that meiosis evolved by integration of
elements from mitotic DSB repair and elements of late-stage
mitotic (G2-anaphase) chromosome morphogenesis, with func-
tional linkage achieved via tethering of recombinosomes to
structural axes (Kleckner et al., 2004; Kleckner, 1996). These
two sets of evolutionary inputs could be implemented via spatial
and functional domainal organization along the chromosomes.
Red1/Hop1/Mek1kinase domains would mediate effects
evolved from mitotic DSB repair, modulating execution of
recombination and controlling local progression (above), whileCell 143, 924–937, December 10, 2010 ª2010 Elsevier Inc. 935
Rec8 domains would mediate effects evolved from modulation
of cohesion status that normally occur during the latter stages
of the mitotic cell cycle.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
Time Courses
All strains are isogenic heterothallic SK1 derivatives (Extended Experimental
Procedures). Proper synchronization of a meiotic culture is critical for these
studies. Thus far, only sporulation in liquid medium allows optimal synchrony
of the population. For 33C analysis, cells were kept at 30C through t = 2.5 hr
with shift to 33C occurring thereafter (for rationale, see Bo¨rner et al., 2004).
For analysis of mutants containingmek1as, a single culture was synchronized
and divided into two identical sporulation cultures; then, in one of the two
cultures, Mek1 kinase activity was inhibited by addition of fresh 1 mM 1-NA-
PP1 (USBiological) (Niu et al., 2005).
DNA Physical Analysis
Strains for recombination analyses are homozygous for leu2::hisG, ura3
(DPst1-Sma1), ho::hisG and nuc1::HPHMX4 with MATa/MATa HIS4::LEU2-
(BamHI)/his4X::LEU2-(NgoMIV)-URA3. Chromosomal DNA preparation and
physical analysis were performed as described previously (Schwacha and
Kleckner, 1994; Hunter and Kleckner, 2001). For DNA physical analysis in 2D
gels, genomic DNA was digested with XhoI and loaded onto an agarose gel
lacking ethidium bromide in TBE. Gels were stained in TBE containing ethidium
bromide, and portions of lanes containing DNA species of interest were cut out
and placed across a 2D apparatus gel tray at 90 degree to the direction of
electrophoresis. Agarose containing ethidium bromide in TBE was poured
around the gel slices and allowed to solidify. Electrophoresis in the second
dimensional gel was performed at 4C in pre-chilled TBE containing ethidium
bromide. For CO/NCO assays, DNA digested with both XhoI and NgoMIV was
analyzed on 1D gel electrophoresis. For all analyses, DNA species were quan-
tified by phosphorimager analysis, with care to avoid saturation of detection
(Extended Experimental Procedures; Hunter and Kleckner, 2001; Oh et al.,
2007).
Microscopy
Samples for FACS, sister cohesion, and divisions were fixed in 40% ethanol
and 0.1 M sorbitol, then stored at 20C. FACS and divisions were performed
as described in Cha et al., 2000 except that Sytox Green (Molecular Probes)
was used to specifically stain DNA rather than propidium iodide. For cohesion
analysis, cells were spun down, resuspended in 10 mM Tris (pH 8.0), and
1 mg/ml DAPI and visualized immediately. Immunofluorescence was per-
formed on chromosome spreads. Primary antibodies were mouse monoclonal
anti-myc, rabbit anti-Red1, and goat polyclonal anti-Zip1 (Santa Cruz).
Additional experimental details are described in the Extended Experimental
Procedures.
SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION
Supplemental Information includes Extended Experimental Procedures and
seven figures and can be found with this article online at doi:10.1016/j.cell.
2010.11.015.
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